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Fellowes HFC Hard-to-reach places Equipment cleansing air
pressure cleaner

Brand : Fellowes Product code: 9974905

Product name : HFC

HFC Free Air Duster

Fellowes HFC Hard-to-reach places Equipment cleansing air pressure cleaner:

- Use in upright position only
- Ideal for removing stubborn dirt, dust and debris from difficult to reach areas such as printers,
keyboards and other electrical equipment
- HFC Free and Ozone friendly
Fellowes HFC. Product type: Equipment cleansing air pressure cleaner, Proper use: Hard-to-reach places,
Product colour: Yellow. Weight: 280 g. Package dimensions (WxDxH): 186 x 64 x 64 mm. Technical
features: 520 / 350ml. Case or master carton quantity: 6 pc(s)

Features

Proper use Hard-to-reach places

Product type * Equipment cleansing air pressure
cleaner

Product colour Yellow

Weight & dimensions

Weight 280 g

Packaging data

Package dimensions (WxDxH) 186 x 64 x 64 mm

Other features

Technical features 520 / 350ml

Logistics data

Case or master carton quantity 6 pc(s)
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